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i hope that is answered i'm not particularly familiar with it i am going to install linux on one of my computers and it will be the first time i ever installed
linux on a computer, so i hope it works so i wont have to reinstall windows I got any suggestions on what to use for virtualization? gebruiker: vmware
player gebruiker: to run linux in a virtual machine (which is what you want to do), virtualbox is usually easiest (free, cross-platform) they're both free

dax: ok, and there a disadvantage for vmware player ? you can probably run them side by side on the same machine (but that's not really optimal in any
way) gebruiker: i don't know of any. i just don't use them. ok, so i go for virtualbox (also there's more than just those two, but those are the two i use)

my other computers run ubuntu 14.04 64bit and i am planning to install ubuntu 14.04 for the desktop computer (and both of those I used to use, AFAIK,
are available for Windows) gebruiker: well I recommend sticking with LTS versions and not updating for now ok i am now installing the main system. I
will change the primary harddrive to the one i have now. I have to reinstall grub. Does it show up as an option on the installation menu? gebruiker: yes,
grub will be installed by default, and from there you can choose Windows or whatever OS you have installed on the harddrive ok, grub shows up but

there is no option to install it there ok, i will try that dax: I will be back after the reboot I will check
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